gram shows a displacement of mid-line structures in more than two-thirds of patients with hemorrhage and only very rarely in patients with an infarct. In contrast the application of the isotope scan has so far proved disappointing. Only half the patients with a neurological deficit have an abnormality, though the decreasing activity, if followed, distinguishes it from that in a tumour. The role of four-vessel angiography in the investigation of selected patients with transient ischemic attacks, strokes in evolution and completed strokes has grown steadily.
Prospects for treatment in cerebrovascular disease are poor unless some surgically treatable proximal stenosis can be demonstrated. Opinion remains divided about the place of anticoagulants in the treatment of transient ischaemic attacks though a stronger case can be made for their use in stroke due to emboli or strokes in evolution.
Dr Marshall's book provides an excellent guide for physicians in this difficult field and his clear practical approach is strongly reflected in this new edition. ROGER Copenhagen: Muniksgaard 1968 This monograph presents the analysis of the clinical features encountered among 150 patients admitted to hospital for the study of migraine. Fifty of these were studied personally by the author; in the remainder the data were obtained from the case notes. Statistical methods have been well applied to the analysis of the material. The relevance of this analysis of so small and selected a body of material to the wide problem of migraine is not made clear. There are at least two good reasons for welcoming this new edition of 'Antibiotic and Chemotherapy'. The very success of the first edition made it essential, in such a rapidly developing field, that a second edition should follow without too long an interval, though the interval has been longer than expected partly as a result of Professor Barber's death. The second edition, with Professor O'Grady as co-author, is also to be welcomed in its own right.
The general plan of the book is the same as before but revision has been thorough and in some sections extensive. This consists not only of the addition of many new facts and new antibiotics but also of new sections on general aspects such as mode of action of drugs singly and in combination. A particularly valuable feature is the revised version of the last chapter which now contains much that is new in the way of details of laboratory tests for the sensitivity of bacteria to different antibacterial drugs and methods of assaying these in body fluids.
The book is admirably produced; the style of writing is clear and effective, and the tables and illustrations are well chosen and to the point. This edition, like the first, has only one serious fault its title.
ROBERT 
Edinburgh &London: E & SLivingstonte
This well-produced book shows the system of multiple authorship at its best. The list of contributors is a 'Who's Who' of American pwdiatric cardiology. The individual authors have been given a free hand, so that the presentation varies from section to section in the comprehensiveness of the text and in the level of sophistication assumed in the reader. The standard of illustration is uniformly high and the reproduction of angiocardiograms is excellent. The occasional misprints are excusable in a new text of this size. The opening part of the book reviews the basic principles of cardiology. The unevenness of treatment in this section is a little disconcerting: for instance, the electrocardiogram is treated in great detailin fact, the criteria for the diagnosis of ventricular hypertrophy are so complex as to limit their usefulness, but the account of historytaking and physical examination is suitable for a medical student in his first clinical year. The discussion of the relation between the cube and the Frank systems of vectorcardiography is valuable but the inclusion of sections on the use of the computer in diagnosis offers little practical advantage. The basic embryological information is presented neatly but it is difficult to make the transition from this section to the analysis of malposition by van Praagh later in the book. There are only twelve pages on the techniques of cardiac catheterization and angiocardiography and there is little reference to the special problems of infancy in this respect. The individual congenital anomalies are dealt with conventionally. I particularly enjoyed the chapter on Ebstein's disease. It seems a pity that the term 'Eisenmenger's syndrome' has not found acceptance to describe the common features of patients with
